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Abstract. One of the main components of any general-purpose machine
is the microprocessor, this component can be found at the heart of every
machine: from standard servers and high performance computing nodes
to portable mobile platforms. Its main task is to correctly execute pro-
grams as fast as it can, having the production cost and consumption as
border conditions.
The research in processor architectures centers in optimizing the pro-
cessor design according to the specified functionality and having into
account present and future technologies. This optimization can be based
on different parameters: performance, consumption, production cost, sur-
face.
In this work, we propose a novel mechanism combining software and
hardware that allows to improve the Instruction Level Parallelism using
simple cores and light threads. A modified processor is implemented using
a simulation tool and two examples are presented: sorting an array and
filtering a matrix. In both cases, promising results are obtained.

1 Introduction

One of the main components of any general-purpose machine is the microproces-
sor, this component can be found at the heart of every machine: from standard
servers and high performance computing nodes to portable mobile platforms like
smartphones. Its main task is to correctly execute programs as fast as it can,
having the production cost and consumption as border conditions.

The research in processor architectures centers in optimizing the processor
design according to the specified functionality and having into account present
and future technologies. This optimization can be based on different parameters:
performance, consumption, production cost, surface.

Currently, due to technological limitations, the high performance comput-
ing processors are multi-core and multi-threaded, which diverted heavy research
activity towards this field. Parallelism allows the hardware to accelerate applica-
tions by executing multiple, independent operations concurrently [6]. Parallelism
can be found at three levels: instruction-level parallelism (ILP), thread-level par-
allelism (TLP), and data-level parallelism (DLP). Complex techniques such as
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multiple instruction issue, out-of-order execution, speculation, and aggressive
branch prediction were used at extremely high clock rates, which resulted in
i) increased design complexity, ii) under-utilized silicon area, and iii) excessive
power dissipation [12].

Improvements in two of the three factors that have historically driven proces-
sor performance ILP and gates per clock, have essentially reached their limit [7].
The third factor, process technology, is also driving architectural change as it
becomes wire and power limited rather than device limited. Future architec-
tures will employ explicit parallelism to compensate for flat ILP to allow to
continue increasing the performance, feature modularity to minimize the use of
global wires, and exploit locality and heterogeneous architectures for power ef-
ficiency. Fortunately most emerging applications have large amounts of explicit
task and data-level parallelism and can be mapped to these new architectures.
Unfortunately, even in these new machines, power constraints limit achievable
performance [2].

Typically, a process consists of CPU state, kernel stack, working directory,
open file descriptors, signal table, signal mask, user id, group id, memory map.
The CPU state includes a stack pointer (SP), which points to the current ac-
tivation frame on the stack, the program counter (PC), which references the
current instruction; and the remaining registers that store other global and local
data [11]. Switching from one process to another introduces a large overhead. The
CPU state and the other process information must be stored, the Translation
lookaside buffer (TLB) is typically flushed and reloaded, and the next scheduled
process must restore its own CPU state and related information before starting
its execution. Communications between processes could be a complex procedure.

A thread is a light-weight process developed to overcome many of these short-
comings. Multiple threads can coexist within a process and share its memory
map, file descriptors, code, and global data. The state of each threads is only
composed by a program counter, stack pointer, stack, general purpose registers,
and a small amount of additional thread management information. The adop-
tion of user threads (threads directly controlled by the user) is a way to avoid
excessive user-kernel boundary crossings, which should be minimized in order to
achieve good performance, specially when using tens or hundreds of thousands
of threads.

Creating and running a single thread introduces overhead. Overheads include
thread creation, deallocation and any scheduling costs that may be incurred
when running a thread [11].

Current high-end commodity processors support eight or more simultaneous
threads of execution per CPU socket. Most computational nodes and scientific
workstations contain several multi-core sockets, allowing them to deliver sixteen
or more concurrent threads of execution. Multi-threaded applications that fully
utilize this hardware capability can notably improve their performance. A multi-
threaded application breaks an application into multiple pieces, or threads of
execution, that run concurrently. Applications that use one or very few threads
of execution will likely not benefit from newer architectures [3].
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Software development that do not take into account the new multi-core tech-
nologies will end with a single-threaded and poorly scaling software, not able to
take advantage of the extra processor cores. OpenMP is a framework focused on
scientific computing aim to help developing application using multiple threads.
Fürlinger et. al. analyzed the scalability behavior and the overheads of Open-
MP applications [4]. Analyzing and understanding the scalability behavior of
applications is an important step in the development process of scientific soft-
ware. Inefficiencies that are not significant at low processor counts may play an
important role when more processors are used and may limit the application’s
scalability.

The task of dividing programs into threads that will be executed in parallel is
rather straight forward for regular or numeric applications. Despite of introduced
overheads, the current compiler technology can perform it efficiently if enough
work is present. However, for general purpose programs (i.e. non-numerical pro-
grams), compilers usually fail to discover the potential thread-level parallelism
that could be effectively exploited [10].

In current multiprocessor systems, the processors are treated as independent
functional units. In this work, we propose a novel mechanism combining software
and hardware support to further improve ILP using light threads. This approach
is based on the use and organization of simple processors (i.e. in-order execution)
to decrease their complexity and improve power consumption. Out-of-order ex-
ecution consumes a significant amount of power by design[13]. The issue queue
together with the wake-up and select logic stands for a significant fraction of the
total energy consumed by a processor. Reported numbers are in the range from
18% for the Alpha 21264 [5], 19% for the Pentium Pro [9], and up to 40% for
the Pentium 4 [8].

The main idea is to consider a set of cores as an individual processor. The
work is assigned to this processor and the related execution threads are managed
and dispatched to the internal cores. The programmer is in charge of controlling
the available resources (i.e. the internal cores) using the support of the language,
compiler, and operating system.

This work tackles the problem of running very small chunks of code in par-
allel. Executing these tiny parallel pieces of code would be inefficient due to the
involved overhead using current multi-thread programming tools (like pthreads

and openMP).
The rest of this work is organized as follows: in section 2 the general archi-

tecture is shown, also some use examples are include. The section 3 the details
of the experiments are given and the obtained results are discussed. Finally, we
draw some conclusions and review some possible lines of future work in section
5.

2 Architecture

The large overheads related with thread creation, deallocation and scheduling
impose a threshold to the achievable parallelism. The key concept of this pro-
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posal is reducing these costs in a scenario of multiple threads that are executing
in multiple processors: a mechanism for administrating the execution contexts
related to the same memory map, same process and, even to the same memory
cache.

The new hardware is designed in order to work similarly to pthreads. The
idea is to run small pieces of code in different processors. The challenge is to
treat with the overhead introduced by the creation and starting of the threads:
if the amount of useful work is not enough, the proposed mechanism would turn
useless.

If we manage to reduce the overhead introduced by creating a thread using
hardware support, this should allow running very small pieces of code regardless
the operating system. The hardware support should have instructions to allow
configuration, starting and assigning a new thread from a processor to another
one.

The proposed architecture adds three important changes at hardware level:

1. Store an execution context: for a given task, we need to store the context,
and be able to execute it in the available cores.

2. Detection of task ending: need to know when a given task finished. A new
synchronization mechanism is added, this allows to stop and restart cores.

3. Modification to the instruction set: add new specific instructions to start,
stop and synchronize threads and cores.
The new instructions specifically added to manage the threads are:

– mth run: starts a new thread in a free core
– mth delegate: pause a thread and put the last one on the waiting queue
– mth end: stop the current thread
– mth syn: wait until the end of other thread
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Fig. 1. Two possible processor internal organization: (A) each processor has a
predefined set of associated cores in which it can start light threads or micro-
threads, (B) each processor can start a thread in any available processor in a
pool.

In this architecture, there is no information about which processor should be
used or about the task’s characteristics. This proposal is based on a task queue. In
the case of no available cores for running a new task, the corresponding context
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is stored in a special structure, the queue. This is exemplified in the figure 1
in which this queue is incorporated to the red processor. When a core becomes
ready, the execution context will be delivered to it from the queue, its state
is load and the thread is started. This design allows to have severals threads
in fly. The synchronization between threads is implemented using an specific
instruction to set a core in an active waiting state.

The figure 1 shows two possible organizations for the multi-core processor.
There are two type of cores: i) full cores, which control the execution context
queue (red cores in the figure) and ii) mth cores which are simpler cores that
execute a light thread or micro-thread (mth).

The main difference between the mentioned organizations is:

– (A): there are a predefined set of mth cores assigned to each full core.

– (B): each full core can control (i.e. send micro threads) to any mth core.

The operating system only considers the the full cores to be scheduled and
managed, any type of signal or exception is handled by the full core, even if
it is generated by a mth core. The operating system delegates the mth core
management and scheduling to a full core, although it can access the mth core
internal state and restart it if necessary.

The internal organization of the (A) case can be used selecting a full core and
a set of mth cores to a specified task or application, giving to this application
the control of which mth cores are used. The associated limitation is that the
application parallelism is bounded by the number of mth cores assigned to the full
core, amount which is fixed by the processor architecture. Even though this could
be taken as a severe restriction, the adopted programming model could not use
a large or variable number of mth cores. Furthermore, this internal organization
allows the implementation of an independent communication channel between
the mth and full cores.

The case (B) can be fitted to a programming model requiring a large and
variable number of mth cores in the applications. In this scenario, a pool of
mth cores is introduced, each one can be managed by any full core. Two initial
problems are easily to point:

1. Having a pool of mth cores requires sharing a communication channel be-
tween all the cores, which means adding complexity to the processor orga-
nization.

2. Each application in the system could have a dynamic number of mths, each
one assigned to potentially different full core. The communication between
the threads should be considered due to the need of sending the process
execution context from one core to another. If this communication has to be
frequently done, adding an independent channel to each full core can help
alleviate this load.

These considerations show the importance and the coupling between the
programming model, the operating system and the proposed architecture.
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mth run

IF there is free core
core(free).state <- core(0).state
core(free).state.register(0) <- 0
core(free).state.pc().next_inst()

ELSE
new store_state
store_state.state <- core(0).state
store_state.register(0) <- 0
store_state.pc().next_inst()
mth_queue.add_back(store_state)

FI
core(0).state.register(0) = new mth_thread_id

mth end

IF mth_queue.empty()
core(current).halt()

ELSE
core(current) <- mth_queue.get_first_state()

FI

mth delegate

IF mth_queue.not_empty()
new store_state
store_state.state <- core(current).state
mth_queue.add_back(store_state)
core(current) <- mth_queue.get_first_state()

FI

mth syn

WHILE task_not_end(mth_thread_id) DO
OD

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code executed by the specific instructions implementing the MTH

mechanism. core is a processor array and mth queue is the pending micro-
threads to execute.

Code Example

In this simple example, we use a version for the light thread mechanism (MTH)
based on a Alpha microprocessor due to its simplicity of the implementation.
We apply three of the four new instructions: i) mth run for MTH creation, ii)
mth end for MTH finalization, and iii) mth wait for setting the MTH in waiting
state.

The figure 3 exemplifies the execution of a thread in a processor and the
steps needing to spawn a new thread:

A) The main thread stores two data in the registers (data 1 and data 2), these
registers will be used as input parameters for the function to be executed.

B) The main thread modifies the stack pointer, pointing to a new (empty) stack.
C) A free core is selected, the context is copied from the core running the main

thread to the new one (named Core mth in the figure). The context of the
two processors differs in the value stored in register 0, which was accordingly
changed in each one. This register is one of the register bank, any could be
used depending of the program.

D) The main thread continues its execution and jumps to the label jmp where
the original stack is restored.

E) The recently created MTH compares the register 0 and executes the other
branch. As can be seen, this mechanism can be used to divide the execution
flows between the recently created MTH and the main one.

F) After some processing, the main thread finishes and starts waiting for the
other thread.

G) When the new MTH finishes, the execution of mth end instruction activates
the main thread.
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beq $0, jmp

mov $1, data_1
mov $2, data_2
mov $30, current_stack
mov new_stack, $30
mth_run
beq $0, jmp

mth_end

mth_wait

jmp:
mov current_stack,$30

Core 0 Core mth

Fig. 3. MTH mechanism at work. (A) The main thread stores two data in the
registers (used as input parameters for the function to be executed), (B) Then,
modifies the stack pointer (a new empty stack is selected), (C) The context is
copied from the core running the main thread to the new one, The register 0
has a different value in each thread, (D) The main thread jumps to the label
jmp, the original stack pointer is restored, (E) The recently created MTH does
not branch (because the value of register 0), (F) The main thread finishes and
starts waiting for the other thread, (G) When the new MTH finishes, mth end

instruction activates the main thread.

This procedure shows the interaction between threads and the conditions
needed by MTH mechanism to be efficient. The setup procedure for the new thread
and the call to mth run instruction should be done fast enough to allow small
pieces of code to be delegated to other cores.

Synchronization

Synchronization between threads is implemented using a special instruction
(mth syn). This instruction produces the suspension of the calling thread un-
til another core finishes (i.e. call mth end). The active synchronization is used
based on the assumption that each thread has a similar amount of assigned work
and, in the case of needing to wait, they have to do it for few clock cycles. If
the need for longer waiting periods raises, another synchronization mechanism
should be considered, for example enqueue the current thread instead of execut-
ing a busy waiting. This waiting mechanism is only used by the main thread,
the rest of the spawned threads never have to wait.
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Programing Model

The proposed mechanism (micro-threads -MTH-) follows the pthreads program-
ming model, based on the fork-join mechanism. The main difference lays in the
amount of work (i.e. clock cycles) needed to execute a fork: in MTH is significantly
lower than in pthreads.

The thread creation is controlled by the programmer. This procedure is shown
in the figure 3 exemplifying the setup and starting of a new thread.

When a thread is created, the mth run instruction copies the needed parts of
the execution context from the original core to the new one (i.e. the core selected
by the MTH hardware mechanism to run the new micro-thread). In the case of no
available processor, this instruction copies the context to a waiting queue. Once
a processor becomes free, this context is copied from the queue to the processor
and the new micro-thread is started.

Both threads (the original and the new one) will execute the same sequence
of instructions, one selected register is used to differ both threads (for example,
register 0). In this way, both threads can select a different branch path using this
register value, and execute a different sequence of instructions. In the figure 3,
this is shown at point (C) and (E): both threads chooses a different path of
the branch based on a different value stored in register 0. As a remark, the
programmer (or compiler) can decide if both threads executes different codes,
as the use of the branch is not mandatory.

One important aspect of this model is that the micro-threads lives at user
space, the operating system interacts only with the main thread (i.e. all the
generated interruptions and exceptions are handled by the main thread).

3 Methodology and Results

In this section, the experimental details for testing the MTH mechanism are de-
scribed. The processor used in the simulations is based on the in-order ALPHA

architecture, supporting its full instruction set. The in-order processor allows to
use the simulated ticks as a measure of the time consumed by each function.

The processor supporting the MTH mechanism is simulated using GEM5 tool [1].
This tool is modified by adding a new module for managing micro-threads: they
are treated as execution contexts that can be executed in any available processor
in the system. This module is implemented at the system level in GEM5 and its
main functions are: i) saving the execution contexts to be executed in the cores,
ii) tracing the processor executing each micro-thread and iii) storing the context
waiting queue. Additionally, the module implements the specific instructions
introduced to support the MTH mechanism: mth run, mth delegate, mth end,
mth syn.

For example, this module has the responsibility to launch a new micro-thread
every time a processor becomes available by accessing the queue, and to access
the processor file register and internal registers to update them with the execu-
tion context.
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The two implemented examples used to test the MTH mechanism are based
on the pthreads philosophy to solve problems, but attacking very small instance
sizes to solve. The first problem is solved using a divide & conquer methodology,
parallel executing each part. In the second example, the problem is divided
without modifying the code and only identifying independent fragments of code,
resembling a standard compiler way of work.

Example 1: Sorting

The first implemented example consists in ordering a random set of elements
stored in an array.

Core mth 2

Core mth 3

Core 0

Core mth 1

merge merge

sort sort sort sort sort sort

2 CORE EXAMPLE 4 CORE EXAMPLE

merge merge merge merge

merge merge

Fig. 4. Sorting strategy with mth: the disordered array is split in parts (same
number as available cores). Each part is sorted using a heap-sort in an available
processor. The partially ordered parts are then merged.

In this example, heap-sort is initially used and, after obtaining the ordered
pieces of the array, a merging procedure is implemented.

The first step in the procedure is splitting the disordered array in as many
parts as available processors (in this example, 2 and 4 parts). The initial slices
are sorted using heap-sort, then the ordered pieces are merged. The figure 4
shows this procedure. The example for two cores is treated in the left side of
the figure: the disordered array is split in two parts, each one is assigned to an
available core. These disordered parts are sorted using a heap-sort algorithm,
then the two ordered parts are merged in the core 0. The example for 4 cores is
similar to the previous one, except that a new merging stage is added: the first
one merges the four ordered parts in two new partially ordered ones, and the
second stage obtains the final ordered array.

Figure 5 shows the results obtained for the sorting procedure considering
three different instance sizes: 32, 64 and 100 elements. For two cores, the obtained
results show interesting speed-ups: 1.6 times for 32 elements and 1.8 times for 64
and 100 elements (compared against single core). In all cases, both cores present
a fair load balance.

When solving the problem with four cores, the main difference is the emer-
gence of an unbalanced load: cores 2 and 3 have less assigned work than cores
0 and 1. As is shown in figure 4, the second stage of the merging procedure is
assigned to cores 0 and 1, leaving cores 2 and 3 in idle state.
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Fig. 5. Using MTH mechanism to sort an array of 32, 64 and 100 elements. The
unbalanced load in the four cores case comes from the implemented algorithm:
two cores remain idle while the other two compute the last stage of the merge.

Example 2: Filter

In this example, the procedure consists in the implementation of a filter based
on a threshold value. A matrix is traversed and each value is kept if it is greater
than the selected threshold.

The simplicity in the parallelization methodology lays in the fact that each
value can be computed independently from the others, this is usually known as
an embarrassingly parallel problem. In this case, the only difficulty to tackle is
having enough work to do in each parallel worker.
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Fig. 6. Threshold based filtering using MTH mechanism: if the inspected value
is less than a selected value (threshold), it is painted black. The matrix is split
between the present cores in the system. Each matrix value can be independently
processed.

The figure 6 shows the implementation of the algorithm: the matrix is split
in as many parts as available cores. Each micro-thread inspects each value and
paint it black if the condition is not met (being greater than the threshold
value). Following the same methodology than in the previous example, running
the algorithm with two and four cores are considered.

Figure 7 shows the obtained results for two problem sizes: matrix with 32 and
64 elements. The obtained results show a near the optimum performance. The
reported speedup for two cores are near two times respect single core for both
problem sizes. The behavior in the case of four cores is very similar, presenting
a speedup of almost four times.

The independence in the operations of the implemented algorithm allows to
obtain these very interesting results. Although similar results could be expected
if the same problem is solved using OpenMP, the MTH mechanism allows treating
efficiently very small instance problems.

4 Discussion and Future Work

Some points in this work should be marked. Copying a micro-thread execution
context is an operation that necessarily should take some time, but could be
handled using an overlapping mechanism. For example, when a processor is near
to start the execution of a mth run instruction, the new core can be started
in advanced with the available information already copied to the corresponding
structures. Even though, if the initial instructions in the spawned micro-thread
do not use the execution context values, they can be increasingly copied when
they are needed by the processor. Another point where some optimization can
be included is before the execution of the mth end instruction. The system can
prepare the next micro-thread to be executed and send it to the processor while
it is still executing the previous micro-thread.

In the considered examples, all the needed processors were available when
needed, but in more realistic examples, this situation will not be the usual one.
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Fig. 7. Using MTH mechanism to filter a matrix of 32 and 64 elements. Almost
optimum speedups are obtained due to the embarrassingly parallel nature of the
problem.

The access to the memory is limited, increasing the amount of present cores
in the system will stress the memory system. The limit will be impose by the
available cores sharing the access to the memory and the size of the problems to
solve.

In the presented examples, the tasks are very simple and can be highly par-
allel if the overhead do not make it unproductive. The usual parallelization tools
(like OpenMP) relies in having enough work to do: the gain in computing time
should overcome the overhead of scheduling a new thread. The proposed MTH

mechanism showed that can handle smaller size problems.

The included examples only show the potential of this proposal. Exists two
additional considerations to solve in future works: i) interaction between several
processors (each one having associated mth cores) and ii) the behavior of the
operating system respect controlling the processors and their associated mth
cores.

Usually, the parallel code includes the generation of new threads inside a
do-while cycle: in every iteration a new thread is scheduled. In this type of
applications, new threads have to be managed and synchronized dynamically
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during the most part of the application execution. To deal with this important
class of parallelism, the model should be enhanced with new functionalities.

5 Conclusions

One of the main components of any general-purpose machine is the microproces-
sor, this component can be found at the heart of every machine: from standard
servers and high performance computing nodes to portable mobile platforms.
Improvements in two of the three factors that have historically driven proces-
sor performance ILP and gates per clock, have essentially reached their limit.
The third factor, process technology, is also driving architectural change as it
becomes wire and power limited rather than device limited.

Creating and running a single thread introduces overhead (i.e. creating, run-
ning, deallocation and scheduling). Current high-end commodity processors sup-
port eight or more simultaneous threads of execution per CPU socket.

The proposal introduced in this work is designed in order to work similarly
to pthreads: running small pieces of code in different simple processors. The
proposed architecture adds three important changes at hardware level: i) Store
an execution context, ii) Detection of task end, and iii) New specific instructions
to start, stop and synchronize threads and cores.

Two implemented examples were shown: one easy to parallelize (i.e. threshold
filter) and one needing a merging procedure which difficult the parallelization
(i.e. sorting problem). The obtained results show that the MTH mechanism can be
used to treat small problem instances using 2 and 4 simple cores with low added
overhead. For all the considered examples and number of cores, the performance
increase with the problem size.
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